
SYSMON + ATT&CK
to feed your SIEM



This presentation is provided "as is"
without any express of implied warranty.

 
This presentation is for educational 

purposes only. 

Before doing anything you should consult your 
corporate InfoSec authority.



Whoami

- Raphael Francoeur
- Threat Detection Engineer 

@ Canada Life
- SANS: GCIA,GCWN,GCDA
- 3 little ninjas
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“The path that leads to what we truly desire is long and 
difficult, but only by following that path do we achieve our 

goal.”
 

- Master Splinter 



What is it ?
01
Maybe you know, 
maybe you don’t, 
but lets make sure.



WITHOUT Sysmon

IF SOC’s were SANDWICHES
WITH Sysmon



SYSMON
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/downloads/sysmon

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/downloads/sysmon


ION-STORM / SYSMON-CONFIG
https://github.com/ion-storm/sysmon-config

FORK of SwiftOnSecurity/sysmon-config

https://github.com/ion-storm/sysmon-config


This is the install plan



The update plan



The backout plan



The config



The Schema ( EID 1)



The Raw Event ( EID 1)



Why you should use 
it ?

02
Don’t be scared, it’s fun.



Some Why’s

Unveil the Underbelly : Sysmon is your secret weapon to unveil the 
mysterious inner workings of your Windows systems. * It's like X-ray vision 
for your computers! *
Process Ninja Skills : Sysmon logs every move processes make, from 
spawning to executing cryptic commands.  *It's like having a play-by-
play of a hacker's tactics. *
Registry Scribe : Every change in the Windows registry gets recorded. 
*It's like having a scribe documenting the whispers of your system's 
heart.*
Craft Your Rules : Customize Sysmon rules to hunt down specific 
behaviors or threats. *It's like having a magic wand to summon your 
desired security spells.*
Regulatory Sorcery : Sysmon is your magic potion to comply with 
security standards and regulations. Stay on the right side of the 
compliance wizards.
Threat Hunter's Companion : With Sysmon, you're not just a security 
analyst; you're a digital Sherlock Holmes, hunting for hidden cyber 
criminals / idiots .



OOB Mitre 
Coverage



How we use 
it ?

03
If you trigger, You get Sysmon'ed
$visibility++



The config levels

DEFCON 4 : Just Mitre
DEFCON 3 : More DNS

<DnsQuery onmatch="exclude" />

DEFCON 2 : More DNS + Process
DEFCON 1 : More DNS + Process + Clipboard Changes

(gloves are off)



The tech

Endpoint 
Management 

Solution
C2😈 EDR SIEM

SCCM:
Coordinates the 

installs
report service 

status and config 
hashes

Troubleshoot 
stragglers

Protected 
middle box 

to host 
Sysmon's 
config off-
prem since 

WFH is a 
thing

HX equipped 
with 

EventStream
er 2.0 and 
ships Win 

logs to SIEM

Trellix HELIX



SYSMON SVC

HX CONFIG
SYSMON CONFIG
SYSMON DATA





False Positives
ASR is a beach full of jellyfish



Questions and 
stuff

04



Other cool stuff
GitHub - SwiftOnSecurity/sysmon-config
Sysmon configuration file template with default high-quality event tracing
 

GitHub - huntandhackett/sysmon-indepth: 
Understanding the operation and limitations of Sysmon's events
FileBlock Events bypass – But... you should trip something else

GitHub - olafhartong/sysmon-modular: 
A repository of sysmon configuration modules

https://github.com/SwiftOnSecurity/sysmon-config
https://github.com/SwiftOnSecurity/sysmon-config
https://github.com/SwiftOnSecurity/sysmon-config
https://github.com/huntandhackett/sysmon-indepth
https://github.com/huntandhackett/sysmon-indepth
https://github.com/olafhartong/sysmon-modular
https://github.com/olafhartong/sysmon-modular


CREDITS: This presentation template was created by 
Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, and 

infographics & images by Freepik and illustrations by 
Stories

THANKS
For letting me out of the basement. 

Please keep this slide for attribution
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